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1. Introduction 
In classical topological fixed point theory, the Lefschetz number L(f) of a selfmap 
f : X --+ X on a compact connected polyhedron is defined to be the alternating sum of 
traces of the induced homomorphisms f*, on rational homology groups of X. It is well 
known that L(f) is a homotopy invariant and the nonvanishing of L(f) implies that 
Q(9) = 1x E X I g(x) = 1 . x 1s nonempty for every g homotopic to f. A more subtle 
homotopy invariant, namely N(f) the Nielsen number of f, gives a lower bound for 
#Q(f). However, N(f) is in general very difficult to compute. Under the so-called Jiang 
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condition, N(f) = R(f), the Reidemeister number of f, if L(f) # 0. The number R(f) 
is defined algebraically in terms of the induced homomorphism f#: nl (X) + n,(X) 
on the fundamental group of X. Therefore, by computing R(f) we may obtain more 
information about N(f) and hence Q(f). 
The Lefschetz number is a global fixed point index off. In [7], Dold established con- 
gruence relations among the (local) fixed point indices of iterates of f. These relations 
were then generalized by Komiya [17] to equivariant maps. On the other hand, Reide- 
meister numbers of the iterates of f have been employed to define a zeta function R~(z) 
[IO], which is shown in [ 1 l] to be connected with Reidemeister torsion. It is the purpose 
of this paper to further study the Reidemeister number and to extend the congruence 
relations among {R(fn)} obtained in [ 1 I] and [ 121 to similar relations of Reidemeister 
numbers of equivariant maps. The paper is organized as follows. 
In Section 2, we recall the computation of Reidemeister numbers [ 1 l] of endomor- 
phisms of finite and of abelian groups. Using Pontryagin duality, we extend our computa- 
tion to endomorphisms on finitely generated torsion free nilpotent groups. We establish in 
Section 3 some congruence relations among Reidemeister numbers of equivariant group 
endomorphisms and of equivariant maps. We then apply our results to iterated maps fol- 
lowing Komiya’s approach [ 171. In Section 5, we make some remarks on the Burnside 
ring A(G) and, as a by-product, we prove the rationality of the Reidemeister zeta func- 
tion Rf(.z) for selfmaps on nilmanifolds (or equivalently, for R+(Z) for endomorphisms 
on finitely generated torsion free nilpotent groups) thereby extending a result of [ 111. 
We assume that the reader is familiar with the rudiments of topological fixed point 
theory. The basic references are [4,6,15]. For equivariant topology, we refer the reader 
to [5,16]. 
We would like to thank B. Brown, T. tom Dieck, H. Schirmer and B.B. Venkov for 
valuable conversations and comments. 
2. Preliminaries 
Let 7r be a locally compact abelian topological group and 5? be the set of continuous 
homomorphisms from 7r to the unit circle U( 1) = (2 E @: 1~1 = 1). The set ii forms a 
group under pointwise multiplication and we call ii the Pontryagin dual of 7r. When we 
equip ii with the compact-open topology it becomes a locally compact abelian topological 
group. The dual of the dual of 7r is canonically isomorphic to 7r. 
A continuous endomorphism f : T + TT gives rise to a continuous endomorphism 
f^:%-+%definedby 
f^(x) := x O f. 
There is a l-l correspondence between the closed subgroups u of rr and the quotient 
groups Z/Y* of ii for which v* is closed in ii. This correspondence is given by 
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where 
u* := {x E ii / u c kerx}. 
Under this correspondence, %/Y* is canonically isomorphic to ti, the Pontryagin dual of 
u. If we identify r canonically with the dual of % then we have Y** = I/. 
If 7~ is a finitely generated free abelian group then a homomorphism x : TT + U( 1) is 
completely determined by its values on a basis of 7r, and these values may be chosen 
arbitrarily. The dual of n is thus a torus whose dimension is equal to the rank of 7r. 
In the case where 7r = Z/n?, (or simply Z,), the cyclic group of order n, the elements 
of ii are of the form 
with y E {1,2,. . . ,n}. Therefore, a finite cyclic group is (noncanonically) isomorphic 
to itself. 
The dual of ~1 @ 7r2 is canonically isomorphic to iii @ $2. From this we see that any 
finite abelian group is (noncanonically) isomorphic to its own dual, and that the dual 
of any finitely generated discrete abelian group is the direct sum of a torus and a finite 
group. 
Proofs of all these statements may be found, for example in [22]. For our computation 
of the Reidemeister numbers, we need the following 
Proposition 1 [ 111. Let 4 : n --t TT be an endomorph&n of an abelian group 7r. Then the 
kernel ker[&: ?? -+ 5?] is canonically isomorphic to the Pontryagin dual of Coker 4. 
Let 4 : T + IT be a group endomorphism. The Reidemeister number of $, denoted 
by R(d), is defined to be the cardinality of the set R(4) = {aa4(a)-’ 1 (Y,CT E .rr}, 
which is the set of orbits under the action g C) ~~d(cr-‘. We shall call R(4) the set 
of &conjugacy classes. The endomorphism 4 is said to be eventually commutative if the 
image Im(@v) is abelian for some positive integer N. 
Let 4: T + T be an eventually commutative endomorphism and Hi = Hy be 
the first integral homology functor from groups to abelian groups. It is well known 
(see [15,13]) that R(4) = #Coker(l - HI(~)). Th’ is means that to find out about the 
Reidemeister numbers of eventually commutative endomorphisms, it is sufficient to study 
the Reidemeister numbers of endomorphisms of abelian groups. Throughout we assume 
that R(4) < 00 and we let Fix4 = {X E 7r 1 c$(z) = cc}. 
If 7r is a finitely generated abelian group then by Proposition 1, the cokernel of (1 - 
4) : TT -+ TT is the Pontryagin dual of the kernel. Since R(4) = Coker(1 - 4) is finite, we 
have 
#Coker( 1 - 4) = #ker( l=d). 
The map lF4 is equal to 1 - 3 whose kernel is the set of fixed points of the map 
&: ii + ii. We therefore have 
i?(4) = #Fix($: ii + 57). 
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Hence, for any eventually commutative endomorphism 4 : TT -+ T, we have 
R(4) = #Fix(HT@) : Hz) + Hs)) . (1) 
Let {y} be the &conjugacy class of an element y E T and (y) the ordinary conjugacy 
class of y in T. We first note that if 4 is an endomorphism of a group T then 4 sends 
conjugate elements to conjugate elements. It therefore induces a selfmap on the set of 
conjugacy classes of T. If T is abelian then a conjugacy class consists of a single element. 
Using elementary group theoretic techniques, the Reidemeister number can be computed 
as we recall 
Proposition 2 [ 1 I]. Let r be ajinite group and let C$ :n -+ n be an endomorph&n. Then 
R(4) is the number of ordinary conjugacy classes (w) in 7r such that (4(w)) = (w). 
We now extend the computation of the Reidemeister number to endomorphisms of 
finitely generated torsion free nilpotent groups via topological techniques. 
Let X be a connected finite complex. Choose a base point 20 E X. For any selfmap 
f : X -+ X, the Reidemeister number R(f) off is defined to be the Reidemeister number 
of the induced homomorphism fd : ~1 (X, ~0) + ~1 (X, f(zo)) on fundamental groups. It 
is easy to see that R(f) . IS independent of the choice of the base point ~0. 
Let TT be a finitely generated torsion free nilpotent group. It is well known [20] that 
T = ~1 (M) for some compact nilmanifold M. In fact, the rank (or Hirsch number) of 
T (see, e.g., [3, p. 1861) is equal to dimA4, the dimension of M. Since A4 is a K(T, I), 
every endomorphism 4: n + T can be realized by a selfmap f : M + M such that 
f# = 4 and thus R(f) = R(4). 
Theorem 1. Let YT be a finitely generated torsion free nilpotent group of rank n. For 
any endomorphism 4: n -+ n such that R(4) is jinite, there exists an endomorphism 
$ : Z” -+ Z* such that R(d) = #Fix 4. 
Proof. Let f : M + M be a map realizing 4 on a compact nilmanifold M of dimension 
n. Following [9], M admits a principal torus bundle T + M 3 N such that T is a torus 
and N is a nilmanifold of lower dimension. Since every selfmap of M is homotopic to 
a fibre preserving map of p, we may assume without loss of generality that f is fibre 
preserving such that the following diagram commutes. 
TfbT 
A strengthened version of Anosov’s theorem [2] is proven in [21] which states, in 
particular, that IL(f)1 = R(f) if L(f) # 0. S’ mce the bundle p is orientable, the product 
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formula L(f) = L(fb).L(f) h o Id s and thus yields a product formula for the Reidemeister 
numbers, i.e., R(f) = R(fb) . R(f). T o p rove the assertion, we proceed by induction on 
the rank of rr or dim M. 
The case where n = 1 follows from equation (1) since M is the unit circle and 
Hi (4) = 6 T o P rove the inductive step, we assume that 
R(f) = #Fix@ : ~1 (Tm)(= Z ^, -+ 7r,*,, ) 
where m < n and T* is an m-torus. Since 
R(fb) = #Fix(& : ~3) + n3)), 
if L(f) # 0 then the product formula for Reidemeister numbers gives 
R(f) = #Fix(&) . #Fix($) = #Fix(G) 
where $ = & x 4 : ~1 (T”) = ~1 (T) x ~1 (Tm) + ~1 (T) x ‘ITI (T”) with Tn = T x T”. 
To complete the proof, we use the next lemma which shows that the finiteness of R(f) 
implies the nonvanishing of L(f). 0 
Lemma 1. Let M be a connected compact nilmanifold. For any selfmap f : M + M, 
L(f) # 0 ifand only ifR(f) < KJ. 
Proof. It is shown in Corollary 9.4 of [21] that if L(f) # 0 then N(f) = IL(f)1 = R(f) 
which is finite. 
Conversely, we assume that R(f) < co and let n = dimM. If n = 1, then M 
is the unit circle and L(f) = 0 if and only if f is homotopic to the identity. Hence, 
R(f) < 03 implies that deg(f) # 1 or L(f) # 0. More generally, if M is an n-torus, 
then L(f) = det(1- A) w h ere 1 is the n x n identity matrix and A is an n x n integer 
matrix representing the homomorphism f*, : H,(M) -+ H*(M). Thus, L(f) # 0 if and 
only if R(f) = #Coker(l - f*,) < 0;) (see, e.g., [15, p. 331). The proof is by induction 
on n. 
Suppose that the assertion holds for nilmanifolds of dimension less than n. Consider 
the torus bundle T + M 3 N as in the proof of Theorem 1 and assume that f is fibre 
preserving such that the following diagram is commutative. 
TfbT 
Suppose that L(f) = 0. If(i) L(f) # 0, then the group Fix f;f is trivial (see, 19, p. 501). 
It follows from the exact sequence of Theorem 1.8 of [13] that the inclusion T c) M 
induces an injection i, : R(fb) + R(f) w h ere R(g) denotes the set of g#-conjugacy 
classes. Since L(f) = L(f) . L(ft,) = 0, L(fb) = 0 which, by the inductive hypothesis, 
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implies that R(fb) = #R(fb) is infinite. This is a contradiction because R(f) = #R(f) 
is assumed to be finite. If (ii) L(f) = 0, then R(f) = #R(f) = 00 by the inductive 
hypothesis. This contradicts the fact that p induces a surjection p, : R(f) -+ R(f) (again 
by the exact sequence of Theorem 1.8 of [13]). Hence, L(f) cannot be zero and the 
proof is complete. 0 
3. Congruences of Reidemeister numbers 
For the rest of this paper, we assume that R(4) and R(f) are finite for any endomor- 
phism 4 and continuous map f. 
Let G be a compact abelian topological group acting on a topological group rr as 
automorphisms of 7r, i.e., a homomorphism V: G -+ A&(T). For every [T E X, the 
isotropy subgroup of g is given by G, = {g E G / g(c) = g} where g(c) = v(g)(a). 
For any closed subgroup H < G, the fixed point set of the H-action, denoted by 
nH = {c E n 1 h(o) = (T, b’h E H}, 
is a subgroup of 7r. Since G is abelian, G acts on nH as automorphisms of 7rH. Denote by 
C(n) (and C(nH)) the set of conjugacy classes of elements of 7r (and nH, respectively). 
Note that the group G acts on the conjugacy classes via 
(4 * (9(a)) 
for (0) E C(7r) (or C(7rH)). 
Let Er&~(n) be the set of G-equivariant endomorphisms of K. For any 4 E Endc:(r) 
and H < G, 4H E Endc(rH) where 4H = 41~~ : ~~ -+ rH. Furthermore, 4 induces 
a G-map on C(r) defined by 
via 
(4 - (4(g)). 
Similarly, 4H induces 
In the case where T is abelian. G acts on ii via 
x(a) * x(9(4> 
for any x E 2, g E G. Thus the dual 3 of 4 E Endc(r) is also G-equivariant, i.e., 
5 E EndG(?). Similarly, p E EndG(r%). 
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To establish the congruence relations in this section, we need the following basic 
counting principle. 
Lemma 2. Let G be an abelian topological group and r be a G-set with$nite isotropy 
types. For any G-map $ : F -+ r, 
Fix $ = u Fix $K 
KElso(r) 
where Iso is the set of isotropy types of r, 
rK = (7 E r 1 G, = K}, qK =+lrK:rK +rK 
and Fix$K = (Fix+) n rK. In particulal; if #Fix+ < co then 
#Fix+ = c #Fix $K . 
K~lso(r) 
Proof. The result follows from the decomposition 
r= u I3 FK. 
K~lso(r) 
(2) 
Remark. Suppose that G is a compact abelian Lie group. If Fix+ is finite then 
#Fix$K = l($JK), the fixed point index of ‘$K which is divisible by x(G/K), the 
Euler characteristic of G/K (see [7,17,23]). 
Theorem 2. Let G be an abelian compact Lie group. For any subgroup H E Iso 
and C#J E EndG(r), if 
(I) T is jnitely generated and C#J is eventually commutative or 
(II) 7r is$nite or 
(III) rr is finitely generated torsion free nilpotent, then 
c CL(H) K)R(4K) = 0 mod x(GIH) 
H<K~lso(r) 
and 
c cp(H, K)R(4K) = 0 mod x(GIH) 
H<K~lso(r) 
where p(, ) denotes the Miibiusfunction on ISO and 
cp(H,K) = c x(LIH)P(L>K). 
Proof. (I) Since C$ is eventually commutative, so is #H for every H < G. With the 
canonical G-action on HI (.rr), HI (4) is a G-equivariant endomorphism of HI (T). Sim- 
ilarly, we have HI E Endc(HI(@)) and hence HzH) E En&(HGH)). It 
follows from (1) and (2) that 
R(4H) = #Fix(HtGH)) = c #Fix(HiFH))K. 
H<K~lso(r) 
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Hence, by Mobius inversion [I], we have 
c p(H, K)R(c+@) = #Fix(JYi@)), E 0 mod X(G/H). 
H<KElso(r) 
(II) Following Proposition 2, we have 
R(4H) = #Fix(OH)COnj = c #Fix( (QH)COnj)K. 
H<KElso(a) 
The assertion follows from (2) and the Mobius inversion formula. 
(III) The commutative diagram in the proof of Theorem 1 gives rise to the following 
commutative diagram in which the rows are short exact sequences of groups where 7r’ 
is free abelian and ii is nilpotent. 
i* l-7r’----+7r~~~l 
1-j: i, >!A;, 
7r-1 
Note that G acts on both 7r’ and ?i as automorphisms and so 4’ and C$ are both G- 
equivariant. Similarly, we have 41H E End~(r’~) and 4” E Ends. It follows 
from the proof of Theorem 1 that the endomorphism $ can be made G-equivariant by 
the diagonal action on the product of the fibre and the base. Hence, 
R(4H) = #FixF = c #Fix(p) K. 
H<KElso(?r) 
Again, the assertion follows from Mobius inversion. 
Finally, for the congruences with ‘p(, ), we proceed as in Theorem 6 of [ 171. 0 
Remark. In [li’], Komiya considered the G-invariant set XcH) = GXH for arbitrary G 
(not necessarily abelian). In our case, 7rcH) need not be a subgroup of r. For example, 
take 7r = G = 5’s to be the symmetric group on three letters and let G act on 7r via 
conjugation. For any subgroup H < G of order two, it is easy to see that ?I(~) is not a 
subgroup of rr. 
Unlike Komiya’s generalization [ 171 of Dold’s result, the congruence relations among 
the Reidemeister numbers of f” established in [l I] and [12] cannot be generalized 
without further assumptions as we illustrate in the following example. 
Example 1. Let X = S* c R’, G = Z2 act on S2 via 
C(51,22,z3) = (51,~2,@3) 
so that XG = 5”. Let f : X + X be defined by (21, ~2, ~3) * (-21, ~2, x.1). It folbws 
that 
R(f) = 1; R(fG) = 2. 
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Hence, 
c P((l)J+(fK) = P(1)W.f) + P(2)R(fG) = -1 
(i)<K 
which is not congruent to 0 mod 2. 
In order to apply the result from Section 2, we need R(fH) = R((~,J)~), VH < G. 
In the above example, R(fG) = 2 but R((fg)G) = 1. 
Recall that a selfmap f : X + X is eventually commutative [151 if the induced homo- 
morphism f++ : 7ri (X) + rrt (X) is eventually commutative. The following is immediate 
from Theorem 2. 
Theorem 3. Let f :X + X be a G-map on a jinite G-complex X where G is an 
abelian compact Lie group, such that X H is connected for all H E Iso( If f is 
eventually commutative, or ~1 (XH) is finite or nilpotent, and R(fH) = R((ft)H) for 
all H E Iso( then 
c AH, WR(f K> = 0 mod x(GIH) 
H<K~lso(r) 
and 
c cp(H, K)R(fK) E 0 mod x(G/H). 
H<K~lso(r) 
4. Application to iterated maps 
In this section, we deduce the congruence relations of [l I] and [12] as a special case 
of Theorem 3, following the approach of Komiya in [17]. 
For any positive integer n, and X a compact connected ANR, we let Y,, be the n-fold 
product of X. The cyclic group of n elements Z, acts on Y, via 
<.(x1,..., 2,) = (a%, 21,. . ., Ll), 
where C is the generator of Z,. For any selfmap f : X -+ X, we define gf : Y, -+ Y, by 
gj(~l,...,Gz) = (f(&J,f(~l),~..,f(kl)). 
It is easy to see that gf is Z,-equivariant. Denote by fn and gfo the induced homomor- 
phisms of f and gf on ~1 (X) and ~1 (Y,), respectively. It follows that 
SfJ~lY..,4 = (f~(a,,,f~(~l),...,f~(~n-l)), gi E 7h(X). 
Moreover, for any m 1 n, the restriction map 
%n 
gf : Y,“- -+ Y,“- z Y,,, 
induces a homomorphism 
($“‘)fl: Tl (em) -+ Tl (y,“-) 
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which coincides with (gfo)‘“. 
Hence, R((gF”)d) = R((gfe)zm), for all m 1 n. 
In our next result, the congruences with Mobius function in the cases where f is 
eventually commutative and 7ri (X) is finite are obtained in [ 1 l] using different methods. 
Theorem 4. If f is eventually commutative or ~1 (X) is finite or nilpotent, then 
c p(n/d)R(fd) = 0 mod n. 
+ 
and 
c cp(n/d)R(fd) = 0 mod 72, 
din 
where ,u is the number theoretic Miibius function and cp is the Euler cp-function. 
Proof. The assertion follows immediately from Theorem 2 and the fact that R(f”ld) = 
R(gFd) in general [24]. We give a simplified and direct proof of this equality of Reide- 
meister numbers in the cases where (i) 7r = 7ri (X) is abelian, (ii) 7r is finite and (iii) r 
is nilpotent. 
Recall that 
SfJm,..., 6) = (fu(~n.),frt(a*),...,ftl(~n-,)), gi E 7r. 
(i) TT is abelian: 
It follows that 
g<(6,...,%) = (~~(~n),~~(ii,)l...,~~(~~l)), 6 EZ, 
and g’J;r and fg are the endomorphisms of gfn and fd, respectively. 
There is a bijection between Fix F and Fix g% via 
2 H (;;J&?), . . . j;-‘(q). 
Then by (1) in Section 2, R(fn) = #Fix(flt)lL and R(gf) = #Fixgx. Hence (i) follows. 
(ii) 7r is finite: 
By Theorem 1 in Section 2, we have 
R(Y) = #Fix(fr),,,j and R(gf) = #Fix(gfa)conj. 
If (c) E Fixff, then it is easy to see that ((a, fd(g), . . . , fr-l(c))) is fixed under 
(gfa )COrQ. Conversely, if ((go, . , un)) E Fix(gfD)conj, then 
(m) = Utt(G)), . . . , (4 = (.fg(GL-I)). 
Hence, 
(Cl) = (fn(4) = (f&-l)) = .‘. = (f~(4,. 
Thus, the correspondence (a) w ((a, fd(a), . , f;-‘(n))) is a bijection. 
(iii) T is nilpotent: 
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Proceed as in Theorem 1. The assertion then follows from case (i). 0 
Corollary 1. Suppose that f#(7r) C J(f) or T is finite and H,(X;Q) = H,(X; Q) or 
x is finitely generated torsion free nilpotent. If L( f “) # 0 for all m 1 n, then 
c p(n/d)N(fd) E 0 mod n 
din 
and 
c (p(n/d)N(fd) = 0 mod n, 
din 
where J(f) denotes the Jiang subgroup of f and IT is the fundamental group of X. 
Proof. Under the Jiang conditions or when 7r is finite and H,(X; Q) = H,(X; Q), we 
have N(fd) = R(fd) ( see, e.g., [4,15]). The assertions follow from Theorem 4 (see also 
Corollary 10 of [ 1 l] and [ 171). 0 
Remark. Note that the last corollary is similar to Theorem 3.7 of [14] but they differ 
in that no n-toral condition is assumed in our result whereas [14] relates the sum to 
N F’, (f ), the Nielsen type number of period n. 
5. Concluding remarks 
Recall in [5] that the Burnside ring A(G) of a compact Lie group G is defined to be 
the Grothendieck ring of isomorphism classes of compact G-ENRs where the addition 
and multiplication are induced by union and Cartesian product. In view of the congruence 
relations among the Reidemeister numbers of equivariant maps in Section 3, Theorems 2 
and 3 can be thought of as congruence relations in A(G). In contrast to the corresponding 
relations established in [17] (see also [IS]), all the Reidemeister numbers R(4H) and 
R( f H, are positive integers whereas the fixed point indices I(f H, can be nonpositive. 
(For a more detailed discussion on congruences in A(G), see [ 17-191. For the relation- 
ships among A(G), G - FIX the G-fixed point situations and wL(pt) the 0th stable 
G-cohomotopy group of a point, see [8,17,23].) 
Like the Lefschetz zeta function, which has been extensively studied in dynamical 
systems, one can define the Reidemeister zeta function 
Rf(z) =exp (z?z?) 
for a map f or 
for a group endomorphism 4 (see [lo]). The Reidemeister zeta function of any endomor- 
phism (or map) can be computed as a convolution product in the case of an extension 
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(or an orientable bundle) which admits a normal splitting [lO,ll]. It was also shown 
that eventually commutative endomorphisms (or maps) have rational Reidemeister zeta 
functions [ 111. Following the argument in Theorem 2(III), there is a product formula 
R(4) = R($) . IX(@) for the Reidemeister numbers where 4 is an endomorphism of a 
finitely generated torsion free nilpotent group. Similarly for selfmaps of a nilmanifold 
M, there is a product formula R(f) = R(f) . R(fb) for the Reidemeister numbers. 
Furthermore, these product formulae hold for iterated endomorphisms and maps. As a 
consequence [ 111, we have the following convolution products 
R@(Z) = Rq(z) * R@(Z) 
and 
of the Reidemeister zeta functions. Hence, by induction on the rank of 7r which is the 
same as the dimension of M, we have the following 
Theorem 5. Let T be a finitely generated torsion free nilpotent group. For any endo- 
morphism 4 : 71 --+ T, R&(z) is rational. Equivalently, for any selfmap f : M -+ M of a 
compact nilmanifold M, Rf (2) is rational. 
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